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Mitigate regulations
for start-ups
Ease regulations on
platform industry 
 through free market
approach

Key manifestos of the leading &Key manifestos of the leading & rising candidates rising candidates

Reduce nuclear power
and increase
renewable energy
usage
Implement carbon tax
Transform to a plastic-
zero society

TechnologyTechnology

Public medical 
healthcare

Support SMEs to build
industrial and
regional cloud services
Develop future
national strategic
technology
Strengthen platform
industry regulation 

Attain carbon
neutrality with
nuclear and renewable
energy
Cut fine dust by 30%
Utilise pyrolysis tech
for waste management

Digital 
transformation

Digital  platform
government

EnvironmentEnvironmentDemocratic Party

Lee Jae-myungLee Jae-myung

Yoon Suk-yeolYoon Suk-yeol

HealthHealth

Increase investment
on COVID-19 vaccines
and treatments
Expand National
Health Insurance
coverage

Shift toward
renewable energy

Nuclear energy
revival

Support the
telemedicine industry
Withdraw COVID-19
vaccine pass policy
Relax  COVID-19
social distancing rules

Ahn Cheol-sooAhn Cheol-soo

People Party

Achieve carbon
neutrality with nuclear
power
Lower current 2030
NDC* goal
Establish small and
medium sized modular
nuclear power plants

Digital 
healthcare

Recent polls have shown that the two leading
candidates, Lee Jae-myung and Yoon Suk-yeol, is
running neck and neck.   According to the latest
poll conducted in the second week of February,
Yoon's support rate (43.5%) was slightly ahead of
Lee (40.4%), by about 3 percentage-points.  The
election result is still unpredictable as approval
ratings of the candidates continue to fluctuate.

 

People Power Party

Both the People Power Party (PPP) and Democratic Party remain open to unifying
candidacies with Ahn Cheol-soo.  Especially the PPP seeks to unify with Ahn to increase
the opposition party's chances of winning the election. 
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*Source: Korea Society Opinion Institute

*NDC: Nationally Determined Contribution
*SMR: Small and medium-zied modular reactor
*G5: An association of five industrialized nations

Bring Korea into the
G5* by cultivating 5
global corporates
within the 5
competitive
technology sectors 

 
 

Foster biotechnology
industry
Relax COVID-19
social distancing
measures on curfew
applied to public
spaces 7.8%

(11-12 Feb)

43.5%
(11-12 Feb)

40.4%
(11-12 Feb)

5-5-5 
plan

Strengthen
biotech industry

Carbon neutral
with SMR*

Results of the latest polls on Korea's presidential candidates

11-12 Feb


